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rothers in Granite is your source for natural stone from Brazil. You can
import from us without having to leave your office. Visit our online
store and make a selection from more than 80 different colors. If you’ve
never imported before, don’t worry. We take care of everything from our
factory to your door. You’ll be amazed at how easy it really is. You can buy
from us and receive your slabs in a container or on a flatbed truck. You can
import directly from the source and still feel like you’re buying locally.

Scan here with your cellphone
to open our website!

Open-top Container Delivery

rothers in Granite is helping social projects that aid
a community in the State of Espirito Santo where
our company’s headquarters are located. We believe
it is essential to help people in need any way we can.
We’d like to introduce you to the Re-build Project that
currently helps a community in Vila Velha providing
clothes, food, cleaning products and helps families
with all of their needs.
Follow the project on their social networks
@projeto.reconstruir_es to see all the support we have
already provided and the initiatives that they have
planned. Brothers in Granite supports this cause and
helps this project. If you have interest to help too, feel
free to send messages either to us or directly to them
at
@projeto.reconstruir_es

Brothers in Granite, a producer and exporter of natural stones from Brazil, enters another year focused
on maintaining the high level of satisfaction of its demanding customers. The company is experiencing
an expansion process, with new warehouses and its own industry, always combined with pioneering
and innovation actions. More than just selling, Brothers believes in building positive partnerships and
experiences. Read more (Page 2).

Manage your slab
inventory with SlabWare!

or Flatbed Truck Delivery

Scan here with
your cellphone to
open our website!

www.slabware.com

Proud members of
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About us

BIG Special

Importing made easy

More than Brothers, a BIG Family

Supreme White - Dolomitic
Marble

Importing is easier than you think

SlabWare is a complete inventory
management software that includes an app,
sketches and estimates, label making option, sales
tracker and Live Inventory for your customers easy
to be used anywhere. Slabware is a very user friendly
software that will make your inventory
management life
easier and comes
with a very fair
price.

brothersingranite.com
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rothers in Granite was created in 2007 by brothers
Fernando and Daniel Xavier, who envisioned
a practically untapped opportunity in the market:
helping Fabricators import their materials straight
from the source. Like other companies of its generation,
such as Uber, Airbnb and Netflix, Brothers understood
that the business model in the stone industry could
be expanded, bringing commercial benefits to a larger
number of companies. All this, without losing the
personal touch that makes the company well known in
the market. “The company started in the living room
of our house and today we have more than 30 direct
employees, in addition to outsourced workers. The
most important thing is that we are able to maintain
a family spirit with this entire team, and everyone is
motivated to bring our customers the best products
and quality of service ”- Fernando Xavier.

Dolomitic Marble
Brazil

T

Espírito Santo State

Cachoeiro de
Itapemirim City

Quarry´s
Location

he city of Cachoeiro de Itapemirim is known as
the capital of Brazilian marbles and is the leading
location for the production of ornamental stone in
the Americas. The city contains more than 50 active
quarries!
The home state of Brothers in Granite, Espirito
Santo’s marble producing area is 40km by 8km and
is located between the counties of Cachoeiro de
Itapemirim, Vargem Alta, and Castelo.
The Supreme White quarry, home to one of
our best selling hard dolimitic marbles, is also located
in Cacheiro.
Distance from Brothers headquarters: 2h40m.
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Take a closer look!

S

upreme White offers the
classic marble look of an
elegant white background
with
distinctive
grey
veining throughout the
slab. Movement and color
can vary greatly from
block-to-block, with some
being predominantly white
and others more grey and
heavily veined. This stone
has a very fine-grained
crystalline structure and
you won’t see large crystals.
It can also be backlit for an even more unique look.

BIG Special

This material is a
dolomiticmarble. Composed
mainly of the mineral
dolomite, these materials are
stronger and more resistant
to wear than traditional
Italian or Asian marbles
and are durable enough for
kitchens and other high-use
areas. Brothers is proud to
offer dolomitic marbles in
alternative finishes such as
honed or leathered that will
protect the stone from and mitigate the effects of etching,
scratching, and other wear-and-tear.

I

n 2020 we started to have our own industry for finishing the slabs.
“Brothers has been responsible for producing the slabs we sell for
several years, but we did this in partner industries. At the end of 2019
we bought the equipment to finish the slabs, such as polishing and
brushing. This enhances our quality control. The next goal, which we
are already working on, is at a new headquarters, where we will start to
cut the block, thus covering the entire production phase of slabs within
our facilities ”. - Daniel Xavier.
Type: Marble (Dolomitic Marble)
Quarry: Cachoeiro – ES
Characteristics: Low porosity
and exceptional hardness. The
dolomite content is what makes
this material so tough. Safely
recommended for high-use areas
such as kitchens.
Brother´s Tip: Best Seller Material
- Dual Finish

Warehouse Brothers USA: USA Number:
USA Address:
2950 Preston
4700 NW Boca Raton Blvd
310-742-6299 or
Suite 202 - Boca Raton, FL - 33431 - Pasadena, TX 77503
316-882-7814
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Factory - Brazil:
Rua E, 842, Galpao 1, Civit 1,
Serra, ES - Brasil - 29168-040

Office Number (Brazil):
55-27-3026-3257

Stone Characteristics
Absorption: 0.01%
Specific Mass Apparent Dry: 2,733
kg/m3
Apparent Porosity: 0.02%
Modulus of Rupture: 17.54 psi
Compressive Strength: 69.0 psi

“

Supreme White is a great
material for kitchens. It is rare
that we go a week without a
Supreme White kitchen or 2. It
has proven to be a very beautiful
& durable surface with our
caressed finish. (Leather finish
with a hard polish brick to shine
the high areas). Clients love
having a durable & fashionable
marble top in their kitchen.Cutting is smooth and chip free with
a good marble blade or a general purpose Granite blade. Match
blade to saw motor size and run at proper rpms for best results.

Dan Riccolo

Morris Granite

Finishing Touches

”

Morris, Illinois - USA
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